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To all whom it may concern: I 
Be it known that I, ROBERT STIoKD0RN,~a 1 

subject of the German Emperor, residing at l 
Dusseldorf, Germany, have invented new connected with the piston is depressed and 
and useful Improvements in Closet-Flushing l closes the ?ush-pipe 3. The reservoir is now 
Apparatus, of which the following is aspeci?- ’ ?lled through the inlet 8 which connects it 
cation. ‘ g . with the interior of the small cylinder 5 and 
The object of the present invention is to which is placed well towards the lower end of 

rovide a closet flushin ‘ apparatus which is the latter. In order to retard, in some meas— 
?tted with a dit‘ferentia piston and a water ure, the ?ow of the water into the basin or 
reservoir which, by pulling a lever or a chain, l reservoir so that the pistons 13, 14 are safely 
or other similar means, is ?lled and emptied kept depressed, there is a bored cap 18, over 
again Without further manipulation, the res- the opening 8. When the ?lling is completed, 
ervoir remaining empty until the basin again pressure is caused in the air-tight tank, so 
requires ?ushing. " that the water cannot continue to flow, and 
The invention has special relation to an ar- in consequence exercises its pressure on the 

rangement which effects, after the raising small piston 11, previously raised by the le 
of the differential piston as a consequence of ver 12, ‘and again depresses it. The result of 
the release by hand of the water under the this movement of piston 11, is that the ports 
lar e piston, not only the ?lling of the spe- 15 and 16 are closed and that water from the 
oia?y shaped tank, but also a renewed feed cylinder 10 is forced through the passage 9 
of water under the large piston, which causes under the large piston 13 and that the two 
the automatic opening of the flush-pipe valve pistons 13 and 14 are raised to thereby 0 en 
after the replenishing of the tank. By valve 17, (Fig. 1). The water can then ow 
means of a further arrangement the alternate out of the tank for flushing the basin, while 
automatic ?lling and emptying of the basin the entry of the water to the tank is closed as 
or reservoir is obtained. pipe 7 is closed. The valve 17 which closes 
In the accompanying drawings: Figure 1 is the ?ush-pipe at the bottom, is connected 

a vertical section, partly in elevation, of my with the pistons 13, 14 by a spindle 29 in such 
a manner that the valve is not raised till the 

improved closet ?ushing ap aratus; Fig. 2 a 
similar section, partly bro en away, of a pistons rise su?iciently to prevent the entry 

of any water through the openings 8. modi?cation thereof; Fig. 3 an elevation, 
partly broken away, of the apparatus shown In order to attain an automatic alternate 
' ?lling and emptying of the reservoir 2, the ar 
m Fig. 1, and Fig. 4 a cross section on line 

1 —X, Fig. 3. - , rangement shown in Fig. 2, may be adopted. 
The mechanism of the ap aratus is in- The piston 11 is so arranged that it is actu 

closed in a housing 1, with which the reser- ated by the pistons 13, 14. On the piston 14 
voir 2 and the flush-pipe 3 are connected and there is arod 19 which carries an arm 20 which 
to which are attached the cylinders 4 and 5 engages witharod 21 of pistonll. When the 

pistons 13, 14, and the valve 17 are raised on 
the escape being opened, the'piston 11 is also 

for the differential piston. The small cylin 
der 5 is connected with the pressure feed-pipe 

raised by the arm 20 striking a block 22 on 
the rod 21, so that the water under the large 

6 by a bend 7 and with the reservoir 2 by an 
opening 8, while the large cylinder 4 is con 
neoted through passage 9 with a cylinder 10. piston 13 can escape. As a consequence, the 
In the latter is inclosed the piston 11 which is pistons 13, 14, and the valve 17 fall and the 

reservoir is again ?lled, the resulting pres 
sure ?nally driving the valve or piston 11 

raised by means of the lever 12 when it is re 
uired to release the water under the cylin-‘ 

der 13 of the differential piston and to ?ll the down to free the opening 9, so that the ‘Water 
can flow under the piston 13 and lift it again 
and open the ?ush-pipe. In order that no 

reservoir 2, and which, as soon as the same is 
?lled, is depressed by the water pressure. 

resistance (air or water) is offered to the up 
ward movement of the pistons 13 and 14, 

When the piston 11 is raised, the water un 
der the large piston 13 flows through the pas 

spindle 29 is perforated as at 30. 
At the top of reservoir 2, is arranged a sep 

sage 9 into the cylinder 10 of the housing 1, 
and through ports 15 and 16 into the flush 

arate reservoir 23 for a disinfectant, from 
which there is always a certain quantity 

which is freed by the pressure, is depressed, 
togetherwith the small piston 14, by the 
pressure on the latter, so that the valve 17 

pipe 3. p 

The operation is as follows: The piston 13, 
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- working in a cylinder 25 that communicates 

10 

' piston 27, so that a small quantity of the dis- I 
the opening 26 ‘ 

drawn on the ?ush taking place. To this 
effect rod 19 is provided with a piston 27 

with reservoir 23. On the fall of the pistons _' 
13 and 14, this motion is communicated to 

infectant is drawn through 
into the cylinder 25 , (Fig. 2). When the pis 
ton is again raised, (Fig. 1-), the outlet 26 is \ 
closed, while the disinfectant is forced 
through outlet 28 into the reservoir 2 and l 
mixed with the water. 

I’claim: 
In a ?ushing apparatus, a water tank, com 

bined with a ?rst cylinder communicating '1 
therewith, a second cylinder, a differential 1 
piston engaging both cylinders, a flush pipe, I 

880,594 

a valve on the piston controlling communi 
cation between the tank and the ?ush ipe, a 
water inlet pipe communicating with t e ?rst 
cylinder above the piston, a passage connect 
ing said inlet pipe with the second cylinder 
below the piston, a valve operable by the 
tank-pressure and controlling communica 
tion between said passage and the water inlet 
ipe and also between said passage and the 
ush pipe, substantially as speci?ed. 
Signed by me at Dusseldorf, Germany this 

, seventeenth day of November, 1906. 

l 
I ROBERT STICKDORN. 

.Witnesses : 
M. ENGELS, 
ALFRED POHTEMEYER. 
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